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We report kinetic experiments on dilute brine solutions of P84, P94 and P104 Pluronic copolymer micelles. The growth

and the decay of micelles after temperature steps are measured by non-standard time resolved multi-angle photon correlation

spectroscopy. Several concurrent mechanisms are at work during the very slow equilibration of the solutions, namely inser-

tion/expulsion of unimers, aggregation/dissociation of micellar aggregates, and fusion/budding of micellar aggregates. Their

relative rates determine both the kinetic pathways and the morphologies of the micellar assemblies, which depend markedly

on modest changes in the copolymer molecular weight. For the typical Pluronic copolymers investigated here, none of these

elementary processes can be neglected if the resulting morphology is to be explained. This feature imposes multiple kinetic

behaviours where growth and decay of Pluronic micelles become strongly dependent on the thermal history. We point to some

possible shortcomings in studies of micellar growth kinetics by light scattering techniques. Extensive time-resolved multiangle

measurements are a prequisite for avoiding these pitfalls.

1 Introduction

The dynamics of block copolymer micelles in selective sol-

vent of one block (A) has been the subject of intensive work in

the past two decades.1–3 The polymerization index PB and the

more or less poor quality of the solvent, as quantified by Flory

χB interaction parameter,4 for the insoluble block (B) are key

parameters that govern the dynamics. Thermodynamic equi-

librium can be achieved only for not too large values of the

product χBPB that determines the precipitation of the insoluble

block. Also large values of PB increase dramatically the char-

acteristic time for the equilibration of the micellar core. The

incompatibility between the two components, as measured by

χABPAPB, plays also a major role in the dynamics.5 Here χAB is

the interaction parameter between the two components. Thus,

by varying all these parameters, a continuum of behaviours

can be obtained between polymer micelles at full thermody-

namic equilibrium and frozen micelles that can be assembled

only through progressive solvent exchange.6

At thermodynamic equilibrium, there is a fast exchange

of unimers between micelles and bulk solution through in-
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sertion/expulsion steps like in short surfactant solutions.7 In

comparison, fusion/fission of micelles are relatively much

slower and play usually a minor role in equilibrium dynam-

ics.8–18

After small temperature jumps, the concentration of free

surfactant molecules (cmc) goes to a new value and the size

and number density of copolymer micelles achieve new aver-

age values. The cmc is equilibrated rapidily through the fast

exchange of unimers between the bulk solution and the mi-

celles.

The equilibration of the average number density of micelles

is slower by two or three orders of magnitude and its mecha-

nism was the subject of many discussions.19–30 Two different

routes based on the equilibrium dynamics have been proposed:

step by step association of individual unimers or successive

fusion/fission steps between micellar aggregates.

For appropriate block length ratios, spherical micelles can

grow reversibly into wormlike micelles upon changes in

temperature31–39 or solvent composition.40,41 The equilibra-

tion times vary widely in the range 1-100 h with experi-

mental conditions and various kinetic pathways were pro-

posed for the growth transition: fusion/fission coexisting with

unimer exchange,34 random fusion/fragmentation of spheri-

cal and rodlike micelles,37 or aggregation of spherical mi-

celles followed by transformation into smooth cylinders.40

The worm-to-sphere decay transition is consistently faster

than the growth33,39,40 and facilitated by higher polymer con-

centration.39 Mechanisms proposed for the decay transition

were either a sequential budding at rod ends followed by
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spherical micelles release39,40 or fast random fragmentation

followed by equilibration through unimer exchange.41

While each of these mechanisms has been proposed and val-

idated for specific systems, only few systematic variations of

molecular parameters, like, e.g., molecular weight or compo-

sition, have been performed to determine how the latter affect

the relative importance of these mechanisms. Morever, some

light scattering studies did not separate properly the growth

kinetics from the crossover to the entangled regime and/or out

of the Guinier regime for the growing micelles. Therefore

conclusions, e.g., about concentration effects on the kinetics,

could be strongly biased by these approximations.

Here we address these issues by studying the growth ki-

netics of dilute Pluronic micelles with multi-angle light scat-

tering experiments. Pluronics are commercial EOx-POy-EOx

copolymers (where EO = ethylene oxide and PO = propylene

oxide) that form micelles with a PO core in aqueous solu-

tions.42–44 We study specifically the effect of the total molecu-

lar weight of the copolymers while keeping their EO/PO com-

position constant and we perform small temperature jumps in

the transition region where the spherical micelles start to grow

into elongated cylinders.

2 Experimental

Polymer purification and characterization

Pluronics P84, P94 and P104 were kindly provided by BASF.

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) analysis of these sam-

ples revealed the presence of satellite peaks in the distribu-

tions of molecular weights for the three samples. Since such

impurities have been reported to critically modify the micel-

lization behaviour,26,45,46 we purified the samples by dialysis

and succeeded to remove all or most of these satellite peaks

Details about purification and characterization of the samples

by SEC, NMR and DSC are given in the ESI.† Table 1 gives

the main characteristics of the purified samples.

Table 1 Characteristics of the samples

Sample Mn
a Mn

b % PEOb nPPO
c cmTd T1

d T2
d

P84 4800 4700 43 46 10 31 -

P94 5200 5000 45 48 9 28 32

P104 8100 6300 39 66 2 30 34
a SEC; b NMR; c polymerization index of PPO block†; d ◦C at 0.5

g/L with 2M NaCl, defined in the text.

Samples preparation

Solutions were prepared at polymer concentration Cp = 0.5

g/L by weighing purified polymer in 2M NaCl brine prepared

with MilliQ water. Gentle manual shaking was applied to fa-

cilitate dispersion and samples were immediately put in the

fridge (ca. 4◦C) before use. We use a brine solvent since added

salt is known to shift transition temperatures down closer to

room temperature in PEO based systems.47

Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS)

All samples were filtered (Millipore hydrophilic PTFE 0.45

µm) in the cylindrical scattering cells (diameter 20 mm) prior

to the PCS experiments, which were performed with a com-

pact ALV/CGS-8 goniometer system equipped with an He-

Ne laser (14 mW, λ = 632.8 nm, vertically polarized), an

ALV-7002/USB-25 autocorrelator and an automatic attenua-

tor driven by the proprietary ALV software.

The temperature of the matching index fluid (toluene) was

controlled with a circulating water bath (Huber) and measured

with a Pt probe. Temperature was stable within ±0.1◦C and

temperature jumps were achieved after about two minutes.

Measurements were done by looping repeatedly on nine

scattering angles (20◦ ≤ θ ≤ 120◦) and measuring the inten-

sity correlation function (ICF) and the average scattering in-

tensity Imeas. for typically 180 s at each angle.

The effective incident intensity I0 was measured by a diode

placed after the attenuator. For very strong scattering inten-

sities, the incident intensity was attenuated further by neutral

filters with known transmission values Tr. The total scattering

intensities were calculated as Itot = Imeas./I0/Tr and further

normalized with respect to the average intensity Itol/I0 scat-

tered by a toluene standard. All intensities in the paper are

given and plotted in these units.

Kinetics were investigated for typically 1 day up to 20 days

at a given temperature. Unless otherwise specified in the

manuscript, samples were kept in place for the whole duration

of the experiment. Therefore most gaps in the data are only

due to random unattended crash of the acquisition software

during measurements, with no consequence on the thermal

regulation of the sample. Total duration for a complete ther-

mal history lasted typically a few weeks. Therefore for each

thermal history several thousands ICFs were accumulated.

Data analysis

Each ICF was analyzed with CONTIN software. In most

cases, we obtained one or two decay modes that could be very

well described by log-normal curves. Thus the peaks in the

distributions of relaxation times could be easily fitted and de-

convoluted. Peak areas were then calculated and gave the rel-

ative contribution of each decay mode to the decay of the ICF

and to Itot .
48–50 We used the position of each peak maximum

as the value of the corresponding relaxation time τ . The latter

was converted into an apparent hydrodynamic radius (AHR) R
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with the Stokes-Einstein relationship to factor out any trivial

temperature dependence due to the Boltzmann factor kBT and

to the solvent viscosity η(T ):

R =
q2kBT

6πη(T )
τ (1)

where q = (4πn/λ )sin(θ/2) is the scattering vector. Eq. 1

should ensure q-independent AHRs for diffusive decay modes.

However, this is not always true in some special conditions

like, e.g., out of the Guinier regime when qR > 1 and internal

dynamic modes come into play for long wormlike micelles,51

or when the size polydispersity is large.†

The results of the deconvolution were checked by bi-

exponential fits when the overlap of decay modes was im-

portant. See ESI† for further details about data analysis and

for a discussion about biases introduced by cumulants or bi-

exponential fits.

3 Results

Samples stored in the fridge were first brought to 25◦C. As this

temperature is above the critical micellar temperature (cmT)

for the three copolymers at this concentration in this solvent

(2M NaCl),† spherical micelles are expected. Interestingly

the total scattering intensity Itot can exhibit very slow non-

monotonic transients depending markedly on scattering angle.

It can take several hours up to days to stabilize. The kinetics

of micellization depends on both the molecular weight and the

thermal history of the samples. Its detailed study is postponed

to a future paper.

The hydrodynamic radii of the spherical micelles, Rsm,

measured before the subsequent temperature steps rank as

expected with the molecular weight of the unimers: Rsm ≈

7.1±0.1 nm for P84, Rsm ≈ 8.0±0.5 nm for P94 and Rsm ≈

9.3 ± 0.2 nm for P104. Their weight averaged aggregation

numbers Nsm obtained from the light scattering intensities are

about 70, 80, and 110 for P84, P94, and P104, respectively.

Total scattering intensity

For the three copolymers, an increase of Itot by about two

orders of magnitude is obtained for temperature increases of

about a few degrees (Fig. 1). First moderate, the increase be-

comes much more pronounced above a temperature T1 where

the onset of angular dependence also indicates the progressive

appearance of large objects in the solution. Thus T1 corre-

sponds roughly to the onset of micellar growth. Then, above

a temperature T2 > T1, Itot becomes insensitive to tempera-

ture and the angular dependence stops increasing with tem-

perature. This can be due to a crossover to either the entan-

gled regime of wormlike micelles or the intermediate scat-

tering regime of large aggregates (qR > 1). In both cases,

the scattering intensity should become independent of the ag-

gregate sizes.52 For P84 this regime was not obtained in the

temperature range investigated, but for P94 and P104, T2 is

about 32◦C and 34◦C, respectively. Therefore, in the follow-

ing, we have restricted our analysis of the growth to a limited

range of temperature above T1, shown by the gray rectangles in

Fig. 1. Although T1 depends weakly on the copolymer molec-

ular weight (Table 1), there are striking differences between

the behaviours of the three copolymers.

The most evident is the stepped increase of Itot for P84 as

compared to the continuous increase observed for P94 and

P104. After each temperature jump applied above 30◦C to

the P84 solution, there is first a step increase of Itot followed

by a slower and smaller increase, which does not reach a real

steady state even after 24 hours (≈ 1500 min). Conversely,

in the same conditions, P94 and P104 solutions do not depart

from a smooth increase of Itot and display merely a faster rate

of intensity increase at higher temperatures. The time evolu-

tion of the angular dependence follows the same pattern as that

of Itot : it varies abruptly for P84 (Fig. S11†) but very progres-

sively for P94 (Fig. S11, S12†) and P104 (Fig. S13†) after a

temperature change.

Analysis of the intensity correlation functions (ICF)

CONTIN analysis of the ICFs measured in the range T1 ≤

T ≤ T2 shows that the onset of growth is associated with the

presence of two decay modes for all three copolymers. How-

ever, the behaviour of these two decay modes as a function

of temperature and time depends strikingly on the molecular

weight. These decay modes, labeled for convenience as fast

and slow, correspond to two different populations of micellar

aggregates.

For P84 (Fig. 2), after a moderate continous increase of both

the scattering intensity and the hydrodynamic radius between

25◦C and 30◦C, there is a sudden jump in these quantities at

31◦C (≈ 12000 min). When the temperature is increased fur-

ther to 32◦C (≈ 14500 min), a second slower decay mode with

a much larger and q-dependent scattering intensity appears al-

most instantaneously. At 33◦C (≈ 16000 min), the scattering

intensity of the slow mode and its q-dependence are increasing

further while the associated AHR becomes also q-dependent.

The faint fast decay mode persisting above 31◦C (≈ 14700

min) corresponds to smaller scattering intensities (≈ 2 a.u.)

and hydrodynamic radii (≈ 5 nm) than measured for the spher-

ical micelles before the onset of growth, resp. ≈ 16 a.u. and

≈ 7 nm before ≈ 12000 min. At T = 31◦C, it is likely that

the respective contributions of spherical micelles and growing

micelles could not be separated by CONTIN. Indeed, for this

temperature, bi-exponential fits yielded satisfactory results as

well with R f ast ≈ 8 nm and Rslow ≈ 20 nm.

For P94 (Fig. 3), no jump is observed in the scattering in-
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Fig. 1 Evolution of total scattering intensity with time and

temperature for copolymer P84 (top), P94 (middle), and P104

(bottom) for two scattering angles, θ = 20◦,90◦. Other angles are

omitted for the sake of clarity. The red lines are the temperature

steps. Grey rectangles show the regions used for the growth analysis.

Error bars are the standard deviation in Itot during ICF measurement.
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and apparent hydrodynamic radii (bottom) associated with the fast

and the slow decay modes for sample P84, θ = 20◦,90◦. Error bars

as explained in SI.
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Fig. 3 Same as Fig. 2 for sample P94.

tensity, which increases smoothly at a rate that grows with

temperature. At 28◦C (≈ 8500 min), a second slower mode

appears: its associated scattering intensity and hydrodynamic

radius as well as its q-dependence increase progressively with

time. This behaviour becomes more pronounced at 29◦C (≈

11000 min) (see also Fig. S12†). When Rslow increases above

30-40 nm its values become progressively q-dependent and T -

independent (Fig. 3, bottom). This occurs first for the largest

angle and then progressively at smaller angles. At elapsed

time around 13000 min, the rate of intensity increase be-

comes suddenly larger for the largest scattering angles and the

q-dependence that was steadily increasing strikingly shrinks

back at its value at the beginning of the temperature step

(Fig. S12†). Thus the micelles start their growth and enter the

entangled regime in a very narrow temperature interval about

1-2◦C. As the relative contribution of the slow decay mode

increases, the reliable characterization of the fast decay mode

becomes more difficult. Although rather dispersed, values for

I f ast ≈ 15 a.u. and R f ast ≈ 5-10 nm remain still mostly con-

sistent with those measured at 25◦C.

Although P104 exhibits the same continuous intensity in-
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Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 2 for sample P104. Plotted results from

CONTIN analysis except those at 33, 34◦C from bi-exponential fits.

crease as P94, the behaviour of the decay modes is very dif-

ferent (Fig. 4). The slow decay mode appears progressively

at 32◦C (≈ 6000 min). Since it corresponds immediately to

large apparent hydrodynamic radii (Rslow ≈ 100 nm), it can

only be detected first at small scattering angles. At 33◦C

(≈ 9000 min) and 34◦C (≈ 10500 min), it is clearly seen at

all scattering angles and the associated Rslow values show a

marked q-dependence (see also Fig. S13†) For these two tem-

peratures, the results shown are obtained with bi-exponential

fits of the ICFs, which reduce the dispersion of the data points.

In contrast with P84 and P94, both I f ast and R f ast still in-

crease slightly in this regime (Fig. S13†). They decrease only

at higher T (not shown) to values I f ast ≈ 15 a.u and R f ast ≈

7-8 nm slightly smaller than those measured at 25◦C (resp., ≈

40 u.a. and ≈ 9 nm).

Neglecting the fraction of unimers in the spherical micelles,

we get rough lower estimations for the mean aggregation num-

bers of the large objects about 1100, 8900, and 650 for P84

(33◦C), P94 (29◦C), and P104 (34◦C), respectively.
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Stability after temperature decrease

We also tested the evolution of the solutions when they were

cooled down to 25◦C. Again the three copolymer solutions

showed strikingly different evolutions.

In the P84 solution (Fig. 1, top), Itot values measured at all

angles decreased back to values close to the ones measured

at the beginning of the experiment in the time needed to cool

down the sample (a few minutes) with only one decay mode

and R f ast ≈ 8 nm, slightly larger than before the T -steps (≈ 7

nm).

In the P94 solution (Fig. 1, middle), the intensity and ra-

dius values associated with each decay mode remained nearly

constant for one week, with only a small 10% decrease in Islow.

After this time, the sample was kept at 25◦C in a different bath

for 18 days and then measured again for 5 days. Even after one

month at T = 25◦C this sample did not fully return back to

its initial state at this temperature: Itot values were still about

one order of magnitude larger than the initial ones, two decay

modes were present, the faster one with characteristics corre-

sponding to the initial state and the slowest one, which is re-

sponsible for the excess of intensity, corresponding to Rslow ≈

150 nm, larger than the value measured at T = 33◦C.

The total scattering intensity and the two decay modes in

the P104 solution displayed the same stability as in the P94

solution during 8.5 days after cooling down (Fig. 1, bottom).

4 Discussion

General remarks about crossover artefacts

As micellar aggregates start to grow, Itot becomes progres-

sively q-dependent, as expected, and this angular dependence

is entirely due to Islow contribution. For large enough ag-

gregates, Rslow values also show a q-dependence (Figs. 2-4),

which can be due to flexibility and/or size polydispersity.

For flexible objects, both the conformational fluctuations

as well as the translational diffusive motion contribute to the

fluctuations of concentration. The former contribution dom-

inates for large objects with low translational diffusion coef-

ficient and the decay rate of the ICF crossover to a q3 scal-

ing,51,53 which yields a q-dependent apparent hydrodynamic

radius (AHR) Rslow ≈ q−1 unrelated to the true size of the

Brownian objects (see ESI, III.1 for details†).

Large size polydispersity can also yield q-dependent AHRs

since the relative contributions of the Brownian objects to the

ICF are weighted by their scattering intensity: the largest ob-

jects contribute more at smaller q values while the smallest

objects are the major contributors at larger q values. There-

fore the sampling of the objects shifts with their growth and

only average values extrapolated at q = 0 keep a precise defi-

nition while those measured at fixed angles are poorly defined

(see ESI, III.2 for an illustration†).

Whatever the reason, q-dependent AHRs are the warning

sign that the measured values are only loosely related to the

true average size of the aggregates. Therefore, following the

kinetics of growth with intensity or radius values measured at

a fixed and large scattering angle can be misleading. These

aspects were overlooked in former studies.34–38

Above a certain temperature and/or after a certain time,

all samples become insensitive to further T -steps with con-

stant Itot , Islow, and Rslow values within experimental errors.

This behaviour can mark the transition to an entangled regime

where the elongated micelles overlap and Itot becomes inde-

pendent of their length.52 The single characteristic length is

then the mesh size of the entangled solution, ξ ∼C
−3/4
p , which

decreases with concentration. T -jump experiments bringing

the solutions into this regime will display faster relaxations to

Rslow ≈ ξ independent of the true micellar size. These effects

were also neglected in some earlier studies36,37 at higher con-

centrations. Significantly, in one case,36 the viscosity, which

is sensitive to the true size of the entangled micelles, still in-

creased after Itot reached a stationary value.

For these reasons, we have based our discussion to the T -

range where the samples displayed a clear sensitivity to tem-

perature steps, and on values measured at the smallest scatter-

ing angles, which can be considered as good approximations

to values extrapolated at q = 0.

Kinetic pathways of micellar growth

Figs. 2-4 show a first clear difference between P84 solutions

on one hand and P94 or P104 solutions on the other hand. Af-

ter each temperature step, the P84 solutions display a sudden

increase of intensities and radii followed by a moderate in-

crease on much longer time scales. Therefore mean micellar

sizes corresponding to some close-to-equilibrium state can be

defined as a function of temperature. On the other hand, for

P94 and P104 solutions, the growth appears continuous with

rates increasing with temperature. It seems that no equilibrium

state is achieved for P94 and P104 within 1 or 2 days, at least

for this polymer concentration. All samples are very sensitive

to temperature in the range T1 < T < T2 and small 1◦C steps

induce a noticeable change in the behaviour.

It can be emphasized that the hydrodynamic radius of P84

and P94 unimers is about the same (resp. 1.9± 0.2 nm and

1.6± 0.2 nm). Therefore the diffusion of unimers cannot ex-

plain the different orders of magnitude for the equilibration

times. The structure function of either P94 or P104 solutions

depends on their thermal history, hence on the experimental

protocol. This feature allows only a qualitative comparison

of their growth kinetics and morphologies but the design of

an experimental protocol that would allow a more quantitative

comparison between the three different copolymers would be
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very difficult to justify. For these reasons, we just chose a rea-

sonable duration of the order of 24 hours for P94 and P104

solutions. For P84 solutions, the duration of each tempera-

ture step does not really matter as long as it allows a close to

equilibrium state.

Despite the strong difference in kinetics, all solutions share

the same feature: small spherical micelles can still be detected

while larger species appear in the solution. The spherical mi-

celles are about the same size as before the micellar growth

(Rsm values above) in P104 solutions and slightly smaller in

P84 and P94 solutions. Within experimental accuracy, the as-

sociated I f ast values remain the same order of magnitude as

the contribution of spherical micelles before the growth transi-

tion. Therefore the number density of small micelles remains

the same order of magnitude as below the growth transition.

This remains true at higher temperatures even above T2 (not

shown). This suggests that the phase diagram region explored

in this study corresponds to the coexistence of spherical mi-

celles and larger aggregates.

The population of growing aggregates is clearly different

for the three copolymers. With increasing T solutions of P84

and P94 show a progressive splitting of the two decay mode in-

tensities, both being comparable at the onset of growth. There

is also a progressive increase of Rslow and of the q depen-

dence of the slow mode characteristics. These features indi-

cate a progressive increase of the micellar size, through either

unimer exchange or fusion of spherical micelles.

In contrast, the onset of intensity growth in P104 is due

to the appearance of a slow mode characterized by a large

Rslow ≈ 100 nm associated with a small but strongly q-

dependent intensity contribution Islow/I f ast ≈ 0.1. As Islow in-

creases Rslow keeps about the same values. At the same time,

there is a modest increase of I f ast and R f ast . At later time (≈

10000 min) I f ast starts to display a small q-dependence. This

suggests two concurrent processes triggered by the temper-

ature increase, the progressive formation of large spheroidal

aggregates composed by many spherical micelles and the

growth of slightly elongated micelles. There are only few

large spheroidal aggregates and the growth of spherical mi-

celles (R f ast ≈ 9 nm) yields only weakly elongated micelles

(R f ast ≈ 12 nm).

The different morphologies of the large aggregates are fur-

ther confirmed by the ratio of their radius of gyration to their

hydrodynamic radius. It is about 1.6 ± 0.2, 1.7 ± 0.3, and

1.2±0.2 for, respectively, P84 (33◦C), P94 (29◦C), and P104

(34◦C). The smaller value for P104 is consistent with a more

compact structure of the large aggregates in this sample.

The above findings can be rationalized by the effect of

unimer molecular weight on the prevailing kinetic pathway

of the sphere-to-rod transition. Previous studies on spheri-

cal copolymer micelles have shown that the faster and dom-

inant dynamical process at thermodynamic equilibrium is the

unimer exchange8–18 and this is also true for elongated mi-

celles.15 On the other hand, fusion/fission events, although

much slower, must be present to explain some results.18 As

the molecular weight of the unimers increases, their exchange

will be slowed down by the smaller concentration of free

unimers54 and/or the higher energy barrier experienced by

them to cross the shell.15,30 Here the latter one should be

proportional to the polymerization degree nPPO of the insol-

uble block.15 Then the much slower fusion/fission of micel-

lar aggregates can become a significant competitor.27 How-

ever, with further increase of the molecular weight of the in-

soluble block, the aggregation number of the spherical mi-

celles Nsm increases and the equilibration of aggregated spher-

ical micelles into smooth cylinders40 should become progres-

sively very difficult because it involves many intramicellar re-

arrangements.

These features can well explain the shift in the behaviours

displayed by the three copolymers with increasing molecular

weight. After T -jumps the smaller P84 displays a fast adjust-

ment of the average size of the micellar aggregates followed

by a much slower equilibration. This is consistent with pre-

vious measurements with a classical T-jump setup.24,28 For

P84 solutions with low salt concentration, the characteris-

tic time for unimer exchange was shown to be a few 10 µs

and a second longer relaxation time (≈ 1 s) was attributed

to fusion/fission. In high salt condition, an additional slow

size variation could be attributed to small intramicellar rear-

rangements.24,28 Thus for sample P84 with nPPO ≈ 46 and

Nsm ≈ 70, all these processes occur concurrently and allow

the two step relaxation observed in our experiments. For

the slightly larger P94, the insertion/expulsion of the unimers

becomes more difficult and fusion/fission events occur with

much fewer intervening insertion/expulsion events. Because

fusion/fission involves much larger transfer of matter between

aggregates, the time scale of the kinetics becomes the one

of the fusion/fission events although unimer exchange is still

faster. The equilibration time is longer than for P84 because

both nPPO ≈ 48 and Nsm ≈ 80 are larger than for P84. For

P104 micelles, still larger values nPPO ≈ 66 and Nsm ≈ 110

make the intramicellar rearrangements so difficult that the fu-

sion of two micelles becomes very unlikely. Therefore, in

order to decrease the PEO/water interface, the micelles form

large spheroidal aggregates without fusion. In parallel, only a

modest and very slow increase in the size of the small spheri-

cal micelles can be obtained after a long time through slowed

down unimer exchange.

Thus several concurrent mechanisms are at work during the

equilibration of the solutions and their relative rates determine

both the kinetic pathways and the morphologies of the micel-

lar assemblies. Fig. 5 summarizes the evolution of the kinetic

pathways as a function of increasing unimer molecular weight.

The corresponding kinetic equations should therefore consider
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Fig. 5 Sketch of the concurrent mechanisms and resulting kinetic pathways for increasing unimer molecular weight.

both unimer exchange and fusion/fission, as proposed in Ref.

37, but should further distinguish the two steps in a fusion

event: collision/aggregation and fusion itself, as well as in a

fission event: budding of micellar aggregates and separation

of aggregated buds. This complexifies considerably the model

and its resolution, since as argued here, there are only few ex-

perimental cases where some mechanisms can be neglected,

like, e.g., for polymer micelles at thermodynamic equilibrium

where unimer exchange is the dominant process.8–17 The full

set of coupled equations should be solved with longer time se-

ries for a meaningful analysis of the present systems. This is

out of the scope of this paper.

As emphasized by one referee, apart from the most obvi-

ous effect of molecular weight on the dynamics studied here,

composition polydispersity has also been shown to play an im-

portant role in the equilibrium dynamics of diblock copoly-

mer micelles.10,13–15 It was not possible here to quantify the

compositional heterogeneity of these copolymers but it is ap-

parently not important enough to alter the expected variation

with increasing molecular weight. Such effects could be in-

vestigated with tailor-made samples. However they compli-

cate further the quantitative analysis.15

Stability of solutions after temperature decrease

Surprising stability of wormlike morphologies after a decrease

of the temperature back in the spherical micelles regime has

already been reported for Pluronic P123 in the presence of

salt.35,36 Here the elongated micelles of P84 return back to

their spherical morphology in a time shorter than the exper-

imental resolution, which confirms that the fast unimer ex-

change plays also a role in the equilibration kinetics of P84

after temperature decrease. On the other hand, the elongated

micelles of P94 take much longer times to decay to their spher-

ical shapes. After dilution of P94 samples following the pro-

cedures described in Refs. 35,36, this stability is still present

but for shorter times. Only when the samples were diluted

to a polymer concentration lower than the cmc at the given

temperature and salt concentration did the long micelles dis-

appear very rapidly (results not shown). These features are

consistent with the much slower fusion/fission process being

the prevailing mechanism for P94. Finally the large spheroidal

aggregates of spherical micelles formed in P104 solutions ap-

pear to be very stable after temperature decrease and do not

redisperse easily at low T once formed at high T. This might

be due to the difficulty for water to repermeate the spheroids

and to rehydrate the collapsed PEO shells.

It is worth noticing that the kinetic pathways involved in

the T jump from high to low temperature for P104 and P94

are likely to depend on the structure of the micellar aggre-

gates achieved during their thermal history. For P104 aggre-

gates, the peculiar structure deduced from the analysis of their

growth introduces a new parameter, i.e., the permeation of

water inside the spheroidal aggregates. The permeability of

these spheroids depends on their compactness and thus on the

PEO dehydration state achieved at a given high temperature.

One might expect that these spheroidal aggregates would be

less stable if formed at a lower temperature and/or for shorter

duration. For the wormlike aggregates formed by P94, this

is not as likely since rehydration of the PEO corona can be

achieved more easily. In this case, our results are consistent

with a slow expulsion of the unimers from the core and rare

fission events hindered by the lower mobility of the unimers

in the core but more experiments would be needed to clarify

the effect of the thermal history on their decay. Finally P84

wormlike aggregates can decay very rapidly because a new

equilibrium can be achieved rapidly through the fast escape

of individual unimers from the core. In this case the involved

cooperativity is smaller than the one necessary to create two

micellar caps in a fission event and the faster process dominate

the followed kinetic pathway.

Comparison with previous studies

Such a comparison is not straightforward since many experi-

mental aspects are different.

Growth kinetics for Pluronic micelles have been reported

for copolymers P103,36–38 P104,38 P12334,35,38 or F12738
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that have equal or larger PPO nominal block length than the

samples investigated here. Therefore only our P104 sample

has been studied before. However, in all previous studies,

samples were used as received despite the fact that impuri-

ties have been known for a long time to have an effect on

the aggregation of these copolymers. Since our P104 sample

had the largest amount of smaller molecular weight impurities

that was almost completely elimined in our purification pro-

cess (see SI), a direct comparison is not possible even in this

case.

Almost all previous studies were performed in the presence

of added salt34–36 and/or added alcohol ,34,38 with the excep-

tion of Ref. 37 that was done in pure water solutions. Qual-

itatively, all previous results converge to the conclusion that

the growth proceeds faster for higher alcohol content34,38 and

lower salt content,36 with the nature of salt being an important

parameter.36

Our measurements techniques differ also from those in pre-

vious studies. Here we used a combination of static and dy-

namic multiangle light scattering measurements. While dy-

namic light scattering technique, mostly at a single scattering

angle, was also used previously,34–38 only small angle neutron

scattering intensities have been performed in Refs. 35,36,38

i.e., in a scattering vector range where the growth of large ob-

jects cannot be measured. Only Ref. 37 has reported light

scattering intensities but mostly at a single scattering angle.

Analysis of dynamic light scattering data was previously

done by cumulants34,37 or modified cumulants method35,36

although partial checks with CONTIN methods revealed in

some cases34,37,38 two decay modes in the intensity correla-

tion functions. In Ref. 38, a forced bi-exponential fit was

used. This contrasts with our approach where the number of

decay modes was systematically checked for all angles and all

times, thanks to extensive software writing. As shown in the

Supporting Information† (Fig. S8), a priori assumptions on the

number of decay modes can easily yield biased results.

For the above technical reasons, no experimental evidence

for systematic coexistence between small spherical micelles

and larger aggregates was provided by any of these previous

studies. Here we show that during the growth transition of

samples P84, P94, and P104, spherical micelles always coexist

with larger aggregates although they can be very difficult to

detect, especially at small scattering angles, due to the large

intensity scattered by the larger aggregates. Moreover there

is a clear size gap in the size distributions except in the very

vicinity of the transition temperature.

Only one previous study37 attempted a detailed mechanis-

tic description of the growth with analytical kinetic models.

The growth of P103 in pure water was reported by static and

dynamic light scattering measurements at a single scattering

angle. Consistenly with their cumulants analysis used a priori,

the authors concluded that the growth mechanism was ran-

dom fusion-fragmentation, yielding an exponential size dis-

tribution with no gaps, clearly inconsistent with our data. A

second striking difference is the very large scattering intensity

increases measured during the growth in our systems com-

pared to a mere factor 5 measured for P103.37 Although part

of the difference can be assigned to intensity measurements

performed at 90◦ scattering angle in the latter case, this sug-

gests that P103 aggregates might be more similar to the ones

formed by P104 than to the true elongated micelles formed by

P84 and P94.

The previous studies have reported much faster relaxations

to equilibrium after T -jumps in the growth regime.34–38 Sev-

eral features could explain our findings: i) As detailed above,

our copolymer samples have a different composition and have

been purified from low molecular weight impurities.

ii) Our experiments are performed at high NaCl concentra-

tion with no added alcohol, conditions that slow down the ki-

netics. Also our samples were not stirred like in some previous

studies.34,37

iii) Sometimes higher polymer concentrations34,35,37 have

likely made the leveling of intensity and AHR faster due to

the transition to the entangled regime as discussed above. This

feature calls for increased caution when characterizing the ki-

netic constants as a function of copolymer concentration, as

attempted in Ref. 37.

iv) Also the AHR of large aggregates, either flexible or with

a large size polydispersity, cannot be measured accurately out

of the Guinier regime and the erroneous values show a mis-

leading apparent saturation. Some previous results might have

been affected by this effect,36,37 which starts to show up for

AHRs about 30 nm at θ = 90◦ with our experimental setup.

To conclude this comparison, there is convincing evidence

that copolymer micelles made from P84, P94, P104, P103,

P123, and even F127, can form at high temperature larger ag-

gregates in appropriate conditions of added salt and/or alco-

hol. However the lack of homogeneity in the experimental

conditions and in the analysis methods prevents any definitive

comparisons between the exact morphologies of these aggre-

gates. Based on our results, we suspect however that some di-

versity in the kinetic pathways and in the resulting morpholo-

gies is hidden behind the generic features reported so far, e.g.,

increased viscosity, light scattering intensity or apparent hy-

drodynamic radius. This diversity can only be unraveled by

detailed measurements with the methods reported here.

5 Conclusions

We studied the effect of copolymer molecular weight on

the kinetics of growth and decay of Pluronic micelles after

T -jumps using time-resolved multiangle photon correlation

spectroscopy.
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Our results demonstrate that increasing by a factor less than

two the length of the insoluble PPO block at fixed PEO/PPO

composition has dramatic effects on both the kinetics of equi-

libration and the morphologies of resulting aggregates after a

T -jump in the growth regime: while P84 can form equilibrium

wormlike micelles, the wormlike micelles formed by P94 are

likely never at full equilibrium on the time scale of our exper-

iments. With P104 only large spheroidal aggregates of spher-

ical micelles and, on longer time scales, slightly elongated

micelles are obtained. Upon cooling the solutions down to

the spherical micelles regime, wormlike micelles made from

P84 return very rapidly to spherical micelles while P94 solu-

tions stay for very long times in their high temperature state.

The large spheroidal aggregates formed in P104 solutions do

not redisperse easily at low temperature. For all copolymers,

spherical micelles are still present at all temperatures and their

concentration remains of the same order of magnitude as be-

low the growth transition.

These results are explained by several elementary processes

working concurrently to equilibrate the population of micel-

lar assemblies after a T -jump, namely insertion/expulsion of

unimers, aggregation/dissociation of micellar aggregates, and

fusion/budding of micellar aggregates. The rates of these ele-

mentary processes depend markedly on the copolymer molec-

ular weight at a fixed polymer concentration. In the cases

investigated here, none of these processes can be safely ne-

glected when attempting to solve the corresponding set of

coupled kinetic equations, if the resulting morphology is to

be taken into account. We suspect that this might also hold

true for previous studies where the morphology of the micellar

aggregates was not investigated thoroughly enough to distin-

guish a possible departure from the assumed wormlike mor-

phology. Extensive time-resolved multiangle measurements

are a prerequisite for this purpose.

Our results also point to some possible shortcomings in

studies of micellar growth kinetics where the crossover to the

entangled semidilute regime and/or out of the Guinier regime

might yield an apparent saturation of the total scattering in-

tensity or the hydrodynamic radius. Moreover analysis of in-

tensity correlation functions with a priori assumed number of

decay modes is bound to produce unreliable results.

Owing to the marked effect of modest molecular weight

changes on the kinetic pathways, consensus about the equi-

libration mechanisms of copolymer micelles has been difficult

to achieve on the grounds of results obtained from copolymers

with different natures, compositions, architectures and molec-

ular weights. This reflects the nature of a system that lacks a

unique kinetic behaviour and that is the reason why the for-

mulation of ”one” T-jump protocol that will capture all the

features (mechanisms) of the growth or decay of Pluronics or

equivalent systems cannot be easily carried out.
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